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AB S T R A C T

 !"#$%&'()(&*#)+%,$%-.),#/%01()23+%$!4#/+%()#%5,4#)+#6%+!"#%+*)!$7%($5%
powerful, some weak and unable to make decisions. And there are char-
acters who develop throughout the novel and learn from their own mis-
takes. From being passive, they gradually start acting and making their 
own choices.  !"#$%"&'()"#*(+&#$&# and The Public Image present women 
characters who go through metamorphosis, from being dependent on 
others into living their own lives and freeing themselves from former 
,$8.#$&#+9%0.&'%2(/#,5!+&!1,&%&'($7#%#$(:/#+%*'#"%$!*%!$/;%*!%:#%(:/#%
*!%<$(//;%"(2#%*'#,)%!=$%5#&,+,!$+%:.*%(/+!%*!%!4#)&!"#%"($;%5,><&./*%
situations threatening their future life.

?/#.)% @(/:!*6% (A '#)!,$#% ,$%  !"#$%"&'( )"#*( +&#$&#6% <$5+% '#)+#/>% (*%
(A1!,$*%,$%=',&'%+'#%*',$2+%*'(*%#4#);*',$7%+'#%&()#+%>!)%,+%/!+*9%B')!$,-
cally passive and naïve, she cannot imagine another way of being until 
she understands that she is being cheated, that her life will be ruined if 
she does not act. Everyone around her seems to be in conspiracy against 
'#)C%!$/;%*(2,$7%(A<)"%+*($5%($5%!11!+,$7%'#)%+.))!.$5,$7%=!)/5%&($%
'#/19% ?/#.)3+% /,>#% '(+% :#&!"#% *!*(//;% 5#1#$5#$*% !$% '#)% (:,/,*;% *!% :#%
strong and decisive. She knows that if she remains what she is, her career 
and prospects for the future will be lost, so she decides to prove her 
5#*#)",$(*,!$%($5%'#)%=,//%*!%:#%<$(//;%'(11;9%D#)%*)($+>!)"(*,!$%,$*!%
(A1!=#)>./%&'()(&*#)%+(4#+%'#)%5,7$,*;%($5%"(2#+%'#)%(A+.&&#++>./%=),*#)9

E$$(:#/6%(A&'()(&*#)%,$%The Public Image is the same type of person 
(+%?/#.)6%(+%+'#%/(&2+%+#/>F&!$<5#$&#%($5%'(+%$!%+.11!)*%>)!"%($;:!5;6%
even her own husband. Muriel Spark, however, presents her as anoth-
#)%#G("1/#%!>%(A'#)!,$#%='!%5#4#/!1+%(+%*'#%(&*,!$%1)!7)#++#+6%(:/#%*!%
evoke strength in herself when her situation seems hopeless. Annabel, 
(*%<)+*%*)#(*#5%(+%(A1.11#*%,$%*'#%'($5+%!>%!*'#)%1#!1/#6%='!%.+#%'#)%,"-
(7#%>!)%*'#,)%!=$%:#$#<*6%+'!=+%*'(*%+'#%,+%&(1(:/#%!>%($;*',$7%:;%*'#%
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:!!23+%#$59% '#$%'#)%&()##)%($5%)#1.*(*,!$%()#%*')#(*#$#5%($5%'#)%1),-
vacy invaded, she decides to leave the country. This requires both effort 
($5%+(&),<&#6%(+%+'#%'(+%*!%/#(4#%:#',$5%#4#);*',$7%+'#%'(+%=!)2#5%>!)%(//%
her life, but this is the necessary price for her freedom.

The ability of both female characters to show so much determina-
tion reveals an inherent inner strength, and their weakness and vulnera-
:,/,*;%(+%H.+*%+.1#)<&,(/9% '#$%*'#%+,*.(*,!$%)#I.,)#+%,*6%:!*'%E$$(:#/%($5%
?/#.)%()#%)#(5;%*!%<7'*%>!)%*'#,)%),7'*+6%>!)%*'#,)%>)##5!"%($5%+#/>%#+*##"6%
and they discover that they are indeed capable of changing their lives.

AB S T R A C T

@'#)#%()#%&#)*(,$%=!"#$%,$%-.),#/%01()23+%+*!),#+%='!%(11#()%=#(2%($5%
vulnerable, with dreams but no power to realize them, with hopes but 
$!%"#($+%*!%&!.$*#)%*'#%!:+*(&/#+%*!%>./</"#$*9%J.*%*',+%,"1)#++,!$%&($%
&'($7#%(+%*'#%(&*,!$%1)!7)#++#+9%@'#+#%=!"#$%()#%&(1(:/#%!>%<$5,$7%($%
inner strength, mustering the nerve to push against the barriers that stand 
between themselves and their goals.

One such character is Fleur Talbot in  !"#$%"&'()"#*( +&#$&#9%K(/#),#%
Shaw says, “The book is full of ambiguities which Fleur sees but refuses 
*!%<$5%5,+*.):,$7%!)%,$%($;%+#$+#%5,+(:/,$7L%M0'(=%NOP9%@',+%,+%1#)'(1+%*'#%
reason for her passivity and weakness. She does not perceive the problems 
,$%'#)%/,>#%=,*'%&/#()%4,+,!$C%,$+*#(56%:#,$7%(A=),*#)%($5%($%()*,+*6%+'#%*),#+%*!%
distance herself from the surrounding world and live in her own shell, as if 
(>)(,5%*!%"(2#%($;%5#&,+,!$%!)%"!4#9%0'#%,+%(A;!.$76%#5.&(*#5%7,)/C%:.*%+'#%
&!"1/#*#/;%/(&2+%&!$<5#$&#6%*',+%/(&2%,++.,$76%("!$7%!*'#)%*',$7+6%>)!"%
the fact that she is unemployed, driven by dreams that may never be real-
ized, and with no concrete prospects for the future.

From the very beginning of the book, Fleur is presented as having nev-
er-ending problems with her landlord, which she could end easily if only she 
*!!2%*'#%),7'*%(&*,!$9%0'#%)#$*+%(A+,$7/#%)!!"6%>!)%=',&'%+'#%1(;+%5!.:/#6%
and she is constantly reminded that she should be paying even more. In-
stead of reacting assertively, arguing about the rent or threatening to move 
out, she says nothing and meekly avoids conversations with the landlord.

Fleur also has problems with her emotions and love life, and this is 
another factor that entwines her life in stultifying complication. When she 
,+%&!$>)!$*#5%:;%Q!**,#6%(A7,)/%='!+#%'.+:($5%+'#%+/##1+%>)!"%*,"#%*!%*,"#%
with, she explains to her:
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R#+6%Q!**,#6% S% /!4#%',"%!>>%($5%!$6%='#$%'#%5!#+$3*% ,$*#)>#)#%=,*'%";%
1!#*);%($5%+!%>!)*'9%S$%>(&*6%S34#%+*()*#5%(A$!4#/%=',&'%)#I.,)#+%(A/!*%!>%
poetic concentration, because, you see, I conceive everything poetically. 
So perhaps it will be more off than on with Leslie. (Spark,  !"#$%"&'%TUP

She seems bereft of any deeper feelings, even dissociated, impelling 
Dottie to say that she has an “unnatural attitude” and that her “head rules 
her heart” (Spark,  !"#$%"&'% TUP9%V#4#)*'#/#++6%='#$%W#+/,#% &(//+%'#)%',+%
mistress, she denies it, saying she is his girlfriend, which suggests that she 
is not blithely ignorant about this situation but that she simply refuses to 
*(2#%)#+1!$+,:,/,*;%>!)%(A"!)#%+#),!.+%)#/(*,!$+',19%?/#.)%(/+!%&/(,"+%Q!**,#%
is her friend, perhaps fearful of having no one to talk to, or, worse, having 
($%!.*),7'*%>!#9%D!=#4#)6%*',+%2,$5%!>%>),#$5+',16%H.+*%/,2#%'#)%)#/(*,!$+',1%
with the married man, is unhealthy and causes many problems. Dottie is 
not really the person to wish Fleur well. She is envious of her, and more 
!>*#$%'(*#+%*'($%/,2#+%'#)6%(A+,*.(*,!$%?/#.)3+%(11()#$*%1(++,4,*;%,+%,$&(1(:/#%
of changing.
E>*#)%:#,$7%.$#"1/!;#5%>!)%+!"#%*,"#6%?/#.)%+*()*+%(A$#=%H!:%=,*'%

*'#%E.*!:,!7)(1',&(/%E++!&,(*,!$6%(A7)!.1%!>%=),*#)+%=($*,$7%*!%1.:/,+'%
*'#,)%(.*!:,!7)(1',#+%,$%+#4#$*;%;#()+3%*,"#6%(>*#)%*'#,)%5#(*'9%0,)%X.#$*,$6%
*'#%E++!&,(*,!$3+%/#(5#)6%=,//,$7/;%#"1/!;+%?/#.)6%='!%+##"+%*!%:#%H.+*%*'#%
kind of person the organization needs. She speaks little, is hard-working 
($5%=!)2+%>!)%$#G*%*!%$!*',$79%S*%,+%$!=%*'(*%+'#%+*()*+%=),*,$7%'#)%<)+*%
novel ,-%%$&.$%(/*-0$. From the very beginning, the manuscript evokes 
strong feelings in the people to whom she reads it. They either like it or 
'(*#%,*C%*'#)#%,+%$!*',$7%,$%:#*=##$9%Q!**,#6%='#$%?/#.)%<)+*%)#(5+%,*%*!%'#)6%
is confused about the plot, does not know whose side she is supposed to 
be on, and therefore does not like it at all. The fact that Fleur has had the 
&!.)(7#%*!%)#(5%*'#%$!4#/%>!)%*'#%<)+*%*,"#%*!%Q!**,#%($5%,+%*'#$%&),*,&,Y#5%
evokes such strong feelings that she “. . . tore up the pages of the novel and 
stuffed them into the wastepaper basket, burst out crying and threw her 
[Dottie] out roughly and noisily” (Spark,  !"#$%"&'%Z[P9%@'#%)#(5#)%"(;%
*'.+%+.+1#&*%*'(*%*'#%:!!2%=,//%:#%(A+.&&#++%='#$%1.:/,+'#56%:#&(.+#%!$/;%
"#"!)(:/#%=!)2+%:#&!"#%:#+*+#//#)+9%?/#.)3+% *).#% >),#$5+6%!$% *'#%!*'#)%
hand, have a very positive attitude towards the book. Lady Edwina, her 
#"1/!;#)3+%#/5#)/;6%#&&#$*),&%"!*'#)%($5%0!//;6%'#)%!/5%>),#$56%()#%*'#%!$/;%
people who seem to understand the girl and acknowledge her real talent.

Fleur, no matter how much she is complimented on her writing skills 
and her talent, denies her own potential and believes in her failure. Lady 
\5=,$(6%='!%:#/,#4#+%?/#.)%=,//%:#&!"#%(A>("!.+%(.*'!)6%)#"()2+%=',/#%
4,+,*,$7%?/#.)3+%'!"#%*'(*%'#)%)!!"%,+%+,",/()%*!%*'!+#%!>%!*'#)%+.&&#++>./%
=),*#)+%:#>!)#%*'#;%:#&("#%>("!.+9%?/#.)%!:H#&*+]
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V!=%S%'(+*#$#5%*!%(++.)#%'#)%*'(*%*',+%=(+$3*% /,2#/;9%S*%)(*'#)%>),7'*#$#5%
"#%*!%*',$2%!>%";+#/>%,$%(A+.&&#++>./%/,7'*6%,*%5#*)(&*#5%,$%";%",$5%>)!"%
the quality of my already voluminous writings from amongst which eight 
poems only had been published in little reviews. (Spark,  !"#$%"&'%[^P

At the same time, while editing the biographies of the members of 
the Association, and adding to them certain details, Fleur and the mem-
bers themselves recognize that the works are much more readable, if not 
#G(&*/;%,$*#)#+*,$79% '#$%0,)%X.#$*,$%)#(/,Y#+%*'(*%*'#%,"1)!4#5%4#)+,!$+%
are better than the originals, he tells her to change all the works. Again, 
instead of talking to him about the problem, mindful that it takes time and 
#>>!)*% *!% )#=),*#%!*'#)+3% :,!7)(1',#+6% +'#%2##1+% +,/#$*% ($5%5!#+% *'#% H!:9%
_!+#1'%D;$#+%+*(*#+%*'(*%`?/#.)3+%,$*#$*,!$%'(+%:##$%'()"/#++a*'(*%!>%($%
#5,*!)%!)%!>%($%(.*'!)%,$%+#()&'%!>%+!"#%*#//,$7%5#*(,/+L%MU^OP9%J.*%='(*%+'#%
/(*#)%<$5+%,+%*'(*%`0,)%X.#$*,$%+.:+#I.#$*/;%:.,/5+%!$%'#)%4#)+,!$+%=,*'%
($%#;#%*!%&)#(*,$7%#4#$*.(//;%b/,4#+3%>!)%',+%"#":#)+%*'(*%=,//%#$(:/#%',"%*!%
:/(&2"(,/%*'#"L%MD;$#+%U^Oc^ZP9%@',+%,+%*'#%1!,$*%='#$%'#)%,$5,>>#)#$&#%
4($,+'#+9%0'#%*),#+%5#+1#)(*#/;%*!%*',$2%!>%(A=(;%!.*%!>%*',+%+,*.(*,!$6%:.*%,*%
appears intractable. She says:

E+% ;!.% 2$!=% S% '(5% (/)#(5;% +.+1#&*#5% *'(*% 0,)%X.#$*,$% =(+% #$7(7#5%
in some form of racket, with maybe an eye to blackmail. At the same 
*,"#%SA5,5$3*%+##%='#)#%*'#%:/(&2"(,/%&("#%,$9%D#%=(+%$!*%/!+,$7%"!$#;%
!$%*'#%1)!H#&*C%!$%*'#%!*'#)%'($5%'#%=(+%(11()#$*/;%I.,*#%),&'%($5%*'#%
potential victims of the Association were more marked in character 
by their once-elevated social position than for the outstanding wealth 
which tempts the crude blackmailer. Some of them had actually fallen 
on hard times. I noticed by the correspondence that the four members 
who had not shown up at the meeting were already trying to wriggle out 
!>%,*6%($5%SA*!!%'(5%5#&,5#5%*'(*%(+%+!!$%(+%";%4(7.#%.$#(+,$#++%($5%";%
+.+1,&,!$+%(:!.*%0,)%X.#$*,$3+%"!*,4#+%+'!./5%&);+*(//,Y#%,$*!%($;*',$7%
&!$&)#*#%SA=!./5%+,"1/;%/#(4#9%M01()26% !"#$%"&'%OOcOZP

d$(:/#%*!%(&*%:#>!)#6%?/#.)%$!=%<$5+%($%(,"6%$("#/;6%*!%+*(;%,$%*'#%
Association and keep an eye on what is happening. Moreover, knowing 
*'(*%0,)%X.#$*,$%,+%.1%*!%+!"#*',$7%$#>(),!.+6%+'#%5#&,5#+%*!%+*(;%$!*%!$/;%
out of curiosity, to see what will happen next, but to protect herself and 
other members from this calculating man. Thus, in her determination to 
>!,/%0,)%X.#$*,$6%?/#.)%5,+&!4#)+%'#)%!=$%,$$(*#%+*)#$7*'9
@'#%<)+*%*',$7%*'(*%+'#%.$&!4#)+%,+%*'(*%"#":#)+%!>%*'#%E++!&,(*,!$%

are given drugs to make their writings “frank.” She soon works out that 
0,)%X.#$*,$3+%)#(/%,$*#)#+*%,+%:/(&2"(,/6%+!"#*',$7%*'(*%+'#%'(5%!$&#%&!$-
+,5#)#5%:#>!)#9%E$5%+'#%5,+&!4#)+%*'(*%0,)%X.#$*,$%'(+%:##$%)#(5,$7%*'#%
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manuscript of her book secretly, stealing parts of it and adding them to the 
"#":#)+3%=!)2+9%?/#.)%+(;+]

S% *.)$#5% !4#)% !$#%</#% (>*#)% ($!*'#)6% *'(*6% (/*'!.7'% $!*',$7% '(5% :##$%
added in the form of memoirs, sheets of notes, some typed, some in Sir 
X.#$*,$3+% '($5% '(5% :##$% ,$+#)*#56% >(",/,()% 1(++(7#+C% *'#;%=#)#% /,>*#5%
more or less directly from my ,-%%$&.$%(/*-0$9%MUeOP

@',+%+*,"./(*#+%'#)%($7#)%($5%(A5#+,)#%*!%1.*%($%#$5%*!%0,)%X.#$*,$3+%
7("#9%K#/"(%J.)7#!,+%f,&'"!$5%!:+#)4#+% *'(*% `,$,*,(//;% #4,/% (11#()+% *!%
:#%*!!%,$&)#5,:/#%*!%+##"%)#(/6%:.*%*'#$%,*+%*).*'%,+%)#&!7$,Y#59%?/#.)%<)+*%
+.+1#&*+6%($5%*'#$%2$!=+6%*'(*%0,)%X.#$*,$%,+%(A/.$(*,&9%0'#%&!$>)!$*+%',"%
($5%,$+,+*+%*'(*%*'#%"($,1./(*,!$%+*!1L%Mf,&'"!$5%UZgP9%d$>!)*.$(*#/;6%
she is ranged against too many people, and it seems that her attempt to 
save members from abuse and blackmail will be thwarted. And the goal of 
7#**,$7%'#)%:!!2%1.:/,+'#5%(11#()+%H.+*%(+%7)#(*%(A+*).77/#9
J.*% >)!"%*'#%"!"#$*%?/#.)%<$,+'#+%'#)%$!4#/6% #4#);*',$7%&'($7#+9%

0'#%$!=%*)#(*+%,*%(+%(A"!*'#)%*)#(*+%'#)%!=$%&',/59%@'#%)#(5#)+%&($%<$(//;%
+##%?/#.)%(+%(A=()),!)6%(A=!"($%!>%1!=#)6%='!%=,//%<7'*% >!)%'#)% ),7'*+6%
#4#$%,>%*'#%+,*.(*,!$%+##"+%'!1#/#++9%?/#.)3+%=,//%'(+%&!$+!/,5(*#56%($5%+!%
has her determination to reveal the truth, though this now appears nearly 
,"1!++,:/#%*!%(&',#4#6%(+%0,)%X.#$*,$%'(+%5#&,5#5%*!%+*#(/%*'#%"($.+&),1*6%
incorporate most of it in the autobiographies of the members, and publish 
them as their own work. But she will not countenance defeat. She uses all 
available means to obtain what she wants and cares for, ultimately paying 
back her trespassers in kind, turning against them their own methods of 
deceit, trickery and manipulation.
E*%*',+%1!,$*%!>%*'#%:!!26%!$#%"(;%#(+,/;%(7)##%=,*'%K(/#),#%0'(=%*'(*%

?/#.)%`A9A9A9A,+%#4#);%:,*%(+%".&'%!>%(A"($,1./(*!)6%($5%(+%+#&)#*,4#6%(+%0,)%
X.#$*,$A9A9A9AL%M0'(=%NZP6%:#&(.+#%+'#%(11#()+%*!%:#%(A4#);%5,>>#)#$*%1#)+!$%
$!=%*'($%(*%*'#%:!!23+%+*()*6%(&*,$7%)!:.+*/;%*!%+(4#%'#)%"($.+&),1*%($5%
uncover the truth. Aided by her only real friend, Lady Edwina, her loneli-
$#++%>(5#+%(=(;6%($5%+'#%'(*&'#+%(A1#)>#&*%1/($%*!%7#*%:(&2%='(*%,+%),7'*-
>.//;%'#)+9%?/#.)%(&',#4#+%'#)%7!(/+]%<$5,$7%'#)%"($.+&),1*6%)#4#(/,$7%*'(*%
,*%=(+%0,)%X.#$*,$6%$!*%+'#6%='!%1/(7,(),Y#5%*'#%"($.+&),1*6%($5%1)!4,$7%
that the novel ,-%%$&.$%(/*-0$%,+%'#)%!=$%=!)26%$!*%*'#%"#":#)+39
?)!"%(A+,/#$*6%&!$>.+#5%7,)/6%*,",5/;%5,+:#/,#4,$7%'#)%!=$%1!*#$*,(/6%?/#.)%

:.)7#!$+%,$*!%(A1!=#)>./%=!"($6%(A1.:/,+'#5%=),*#)6%='!%,+%(*%/(+*%$!*%(>)(,5%
*!%&!$>)!$*%'#)%/($5/!)56%$!)%*!%)#>.+#%*!%'(4#%(A5,$$#)%=,*'%',+%>(",/;9%@'#%
new order she has established in her own life echoes the ending in ,-%%$&.$%(
Chase. Now, endowed with the almost God-like qualities of predicting the 
>.*.)#%,$%'#)%:!!26%+'#%&($%`7!%!$%'#)%=(;%)#H!,&,$7L%M01()26% !"#$%"&'%UZgP9
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The Public Image% <$,+'#+% ,$% *'#% +("#% =(;9% E$$(:#/6% (A :#(.*,>./%
actress, can be free and happy only after she has put her own strength 
*!%*'#%*#+*%($5%>!.7'*%>!)%'#)%),7'*+9%d$>!)*.$(*#/;6%($5%#&'!,$7%?/#.)3+%
case, she needs the right stimulus to discover the potential in herself, to 
(:($5!$%*'#%,"(7#%!>%'#)+#/>%:!*'%(+%(A'#/1/#++%=,>#%*);,$7%*!%+(*,+>;%'#)%
husband Frederick and as an inept, docile actress. Adam Sumera writes 
that in 1*$23456"7(+8-'$6%̀ -.),#/%01()2%1)#+#$*+%(A=!)/5%>.//%!>%,""!)(/,*;6%
(A=!)/5%,$%=',&'%/,#+%($5%"($,1./(*,!$%()#%*'#%.+.(/%*',$7L%MNOP9%S$%*',+%
=!)/56%+.)4,4(/%5#1#$5+%!$%#,*'#)%)#5!.:*(:/#%,$$#)%+*)#$7*'%!)%(A"#(+.)#%
!>%*'(*%=!)/53+%!=$%5,+'!$#+*;%($5%&!)).1*,!$9%0"(//%=!$5#)6%*'#$6%*'(*%
E$$(:#/a$(h4#% ($5% .$=!)5/;a&($$!*% <$5% '#)% =(;9% _.5;% 01)!G*!$%
notices that:

E$$(:#/%B'),+*!1'#)%,+%!+*#$+,:/;%*'#%4,&*,"%!>%*'#%</"%=!)/5%,$%=',&'%
+'#%=!)2+C%:.*%(A&/!+#%)#(5,$7%!>%*',+%:!!2%+'!=+%*'(*%*'#%>!)&#+%=',&'%
.$5#)",$#%'#)%()#%H#(/!.+;%($5%5#&#,1*9%D#)%!=$%,7$!)($&#%!>%*'#%#G,+*-
#$&#%!>%*'#+#%>!)&#+%"(2#+%'#)%4./$#)(:/#%*!%*'#"%MU[ec[UP9

She clearly cannot accept the fact that her husband, whom she trusts, 
could ever deceive her or be envious of her career. She seems to have put 
'#)%'.+:($53+%#$H!;"#$*%<)+*%(//%'#)%/,>#9%D#%),5,&./#+%'#)%,$%>)!$*%!>%',+%
>),#$5+6%&(//,$7%'#)%+*.1,5%($5%`,$+,7$,<&($*L%M01()26%The Public Image%UUP6%
($5%+'#%"#)#/;%(&&#1*+%,*%=,*'%(A+",/#9%?)#5#),&26%(/+!%($%(&*!)6%'(+%(A+#$+#%
of superiority over his wife and cannot stand her shallowness:

0'#%5,5%$!*%$##5%*!%:#%&/#4#)6%+'#%!$/;%'(5%*!%#G,+*C%+'#%5,5%$!*%$##5%
to perform, she only had to be there in front of the cameras. She said 
so to Frederick, as if amazed that she had not thought of it before. 
He was exasperated, seeing shallowness everywhere. (Spark, The Public 
Image%UUP

 '(*%?)#5#),&2%*)./;%&($$!*%+*($5%,+%',+%=,>#3+%+.&&#++9%0'#%+*()*+%*!%
earn much more than him, and real fame beckons, even though, in his 
!1,$,!$6%+'#%'(+%$!*%#()$#5%,*9%D#%+(;+6%`R!.%&($3*%(&*9%R!.3)#%H.+*%/.&2;%
*!%7#*%1()*+L%MUUP6%=,*'%=',&'%E$$(:#/%(7)##+9%0!%(*%*'#%'#()*%!>%*',+%"()-
),(7#%,+%(A'.+:($53+%:.)$,$7%,$5,7$(*,!$%*'(*%'#%'(+%:##$%.$>(,)/;a=!)+#6%
.$=,//,$7/;a:#+*#5%:;%',+%=,>#9%E$5%'#)%+.:",++,!$%*!%',"%&)#(*#+%,$%',+%
",$5%!$/;%(A+'()1#)%1,&*.)#%!>%/,>#3+%,$H.+*,&#9%\4#$%"!)#%1(,$>./6%*'!.7'6%
becomes the thought that his wife may not be as stupid as he imagined. In 
fact, she copes well with the publicity, with discussion of contracts and an-
swering to mail. Undeniably, “her new professional life had indeed sharp-
ened her wits” (Spark, The Public Image% U[P9%d$&!$+&,!.+/;6% ?)#5#),&2%
",7'*%:#%(=()#%*'(*%',+%=,>#3+%=#(2$#++%($5%'#/1/#++$#++%()#%H.+*%<7"#$*+%
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of his imagination, or more, his desire. Riven with complexes, he tries to 
maintain his belief in his superiority and her lack of talent and education. 
But when reality encroaches deeper into this belief, he feels threatened, 
his ego begins to splinter, and he seeks new ways to assert himself. To 
prove his masculinity, he starts seeing other women. He is attracted to 
very young girls and young actresses, sleeps with them, and repeatedly 
&!$+,5#)+%/#(4,$7%E$$(:#/%>!)%!$#%!>%*'#"9%J.*%(+%'#)%&()##)%8!.),+'#+%($5%
his declines, he chooses to stay close to her money. So dispirited that he 
does not even try for auditions, Frederick increasingly fetches up at home, 
where he spends much of his time doing nothing. Ironically, Annabel cre-
(*#+%(A$#=%2,$5%!>% )!/#% >!)%',"%='#$%*'#;%+*()*% *!%1)!"!*#% *'#"+#/4#+%
as the perfect couple. Now he too is photographed and interviewed. But 
behind this is the acidic knowledge that this is happening only because 
!>%',+%=,>#3+%+.&&#++9%?)#5#),&26%:#'(4,$7%/,2#%(A+1!,/*%&',/56%&($%#$4,+,!$%
happiness only in triumph over Annabel in all walks of life, and he is to be 
disappointed.

The only place the marriage is truly ideal is on the covers of glossy 
"(7(Y,$#+9%i#*#)%j#"1%+(;+%*'(*%`*'#%"()),(7#%&#$*)(/%*!%*'#%:!!2%,+%($%
(11(//,$7%*)(4#+*;6%(A.$,!$%'#/5%*!7#*'#)%:;%'(*#%)(*'#)%*'($%/!4#L%MUUgP9%
Frederick stops sleeping at home, appearing there only from time to time, 
and Annabel realizes that his friend Billy now knows more about him than 
she does. The situation worsens. Annabel wants to keep her public image 
1#)>#&*% ($5%?)#5#),&2% &()#+%!$/;% >!)%',+%=,>#3+%"!$#;9%E$$(:#/6% 1(++,4#%
since the beginning of the book, again holds that their marriage might not 
:#%(A1#)>#&*%!$#%:.*%*'(*%#4#);*',$7%=,//%:#%(//%),7'*%,$%*'#%#$56%*'(*%*'#%
current malaise is temporary. She also seems somewhat hypocritical, caring 
"!)#%(:!.*%*'#,)%,"(7#%*'($%)#(/,*;%(+%(A&!.1/#9%0'#%,+%&(1(:/#%!>%4,#=,$7%
*'#,)%)#/(*,!$+',1%=,*'%&!!/%5,+,$*#)#+*6%&)#(*,$7%,$%'#)%",$5%(A1,&*.)#%!>%
what it should look like, then comparing this perfection with the awkward 
reality. In fact, this is the problem that disturbs her most, not the fact that 
they do not love each other anymore. She cannot be blamed for the lack of 
feeling in her life, but rather for having no reasons to stay with Frederick 
;#*%5!,$7%+!6%($5%*',+%/#(5+%*!%(A&(*(+*)!1'#9
@'#%$!4#/3+%&/,"(G%&!"#+%='#$%?)#5#),&2%7,4#+%(A1()*;%(*%*'#,)%8(*6%

=,*'!.*% ,$>!)",$7%E$$(:#/9%D#%5!#+%$!*%#4#$%&!"#% *!% ,*%',"+#/>6% H.+*%
tells the guests that he will arrive soon. When she hears knocking on the 
door, Annabel, alone with her baby, opens it and is nonplussed. To refuse 
entry to the guests would be rude, especially if they have been invited by 
her husband, so, mindful of her public image, she lets them in. “It was 
impossible to explain, afterwards, why she had not sent them all packing. 
She was not sure, herself, how it was that the whole event happened be-
yond her control” (Spark, The Public Image%O^P9% '(*%'(11#$+%(>*#)%*'#%
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1()*;%=,//%:#%E$$(:#/3+%:,77#+*%&'(//#$7#9%E*%*'#%4#);%*,"#%*'(*%?)#5#)-
,&23+%,$4,*#5%7.#+*+%()#%",//,$7%()!.$5%*'#%8(*6%?)#5#),&2%',"+#/>%&!"",*+%
suicide. And in retribution against his overly-successful wife, he leaves 
notes to his friends and family, goodbye letters in which he accuses her of, 
("!$7%!*'#)%*',$7+6%,$<5#/,*;6%$#7/#&*6%5),$2,$76%5).7%(:.+#%($5%(**#$5-
ing orgies. Anna Walczuk states that:

?)#5#),&23+% +.,&,5#6% (11()#$*/;% &(.+#5% :;% ',+% >##/,$7+% !>% )#+#$*"#$*6%
"(/,&#%($5%(A+#$+#%!>%#+*)($7#"#$*6%7#*+%*)($+>!)"#5%,$*!%*'#%5#(*'%!>%
(A"()*;)%='!6%=,*'%($%.$+'(2#$%<5#/,*;%($5%/!;(/*;%*!%',+%=,>#6%)#+,+*+%
the advances of women enamoured with him, and eventually dies falling 
!>>%*'#%+&(>>!/5,$7%=',/#%:#,$7%&'(+#5%:;%*'#"%MTZNcZ^P9

V!=%E$$(:#/%'(+%*!%(&*%'#)+#/>C%*'#)#%,+%$!:!5;%*!%)#/;%!$9%D#)%'.+-
:($53+%>),#$5%J,//;6%+.)#%+'#%&($$!*%&!1#%:;%'#)+#/>6%#G1/(,$+%*!%'#)%5,)#&-
*!)6%`R!.%".+*%)#"#":#)%+'#3+%!$/;%(A=!"($9%0'#%,+$3*%(+%*!.7'%(+%;!.%
think” (Spark, The Public Image%UUgP9%@'#$6%*(2,$7%&!1,#+%!>%*'#%/#**#)+6%
'#%:/(&2"(,/+%'#)9%E5("%0."#)(%H.+*,<(:/;%&(//+%*',+%&'()(&*#)%`(%1()(-
+,*#L%($5%(55+%*'(*%`'#%+1!$7#+%!$%*'#"%,$%*'#%.+.(/%=(;%!>%(A+&)!.$7#)%
.$*,/%'#%<$(//;%+'!=+%',+%*).#%>(&#%,$%:/(&2"(,/,$7%E$$(:#/L%MNZP9%@',+%
,+%(A"!"#$*%='#$%E$$(:#/%'(+%*!%(&&#1*%)#(/,*;6%='#*'#)%+'#%/,2#+%,*%!)%
$!*6%($5%*'#%*#)),:/#%+,*.(*,!$%,$%=',&'%+'#%<$5+%'#)+#/>% ,+% ,$#G*),&(:/;%
linked to her idealised image. She realizes that she has been deceived 
by both Frederick and Billy, and that there is nobody she can trust for 
help out of this world of lies and blackmail. Though there is nonetheless 
(A1!+,*,4#a,>%5()2a+,5#%*!%*',+%5#:(&/#]%`(*% *'#%"!"#$*%!>%',+%5#(*'6%
Frederick loses control over the scenario he invented for the exploita-
*,!$%:;%"(++%"#5,(C%=',/#%E$$(:#/6%(/,4#6%&($%>.)*'#)%"($,1./(*#%,*A9A9A9AL%
M (/&Y.2%TZ^P9
V!=%!$%'#)%!=$6%E$$(:#/%*),#+%*!%&!$*)!/%*'#%+,*.(*,!$6%($5%(*%<)+*%

*',$7+%7!%=#//9%0'#%5,+&!4#)+%*'(*%+'#%&($%5#>#$5%'#)+#/>%($5%<$5%(A=(;%*!%
2##1%'#)%7!!5%$("#9%J.*%*'#%/#**#)+%($5%J,//;3+%:/(&2"(,/%()#%*!!%".&'%>!)%
'#)9%D#)%/(=;#)%(54,+#+%'#)%*!%1(;%J,//;%!>>%*!%1)#4#$*%*'#%/#**#)+3%)#/#(+#%
to the press.

Jennifer Lynn Randisi claims that, by the end of her novel, Muriel 
01()26%`*)($+>!)"+%*'#%5#(5%!:H#&*%E$$(:#/%'(5%:#&!"#%,$*!%(A=!"($%&(-
1(:/#%!>%&)#(*,$7%(A$#=%/,>#%>!)%'#)+#/> L%MNZP9%E$$(:#/%<$(//;%1)!4#+%(:/#%*!%
pluck up courage and stand up for her rights, which are freedom and peace 
of mind. Norman Page says that:

E$$(:#/%*(2#+%.1%*'#%&'(//#$7#%($5%>!)%*'#%<)+*%*,"#%(&*+%/,2#%(A>)##%
,$5,4,5.(/]%,$%(A<$(/%)#4#)+(/%+'#%:)#(2+%*')!.7'%*'#%=#:%!>%1)#*#$&#%
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and deceit and leaves the country with the baby that has all along 
been her only link with genuine human feeling, ‘the only reality of 

'#)%/,>#93%MNNcN^P

She shows the letters herself in court, no longer afraid of spoiling her 
public image, then packs her possessions and goes to Greece. For her, this 
is an act of great courage, not some easy escape. She could have paid the 
"!$#;%($5%/,4#5%,$%>#()C%,$+*#(56%+'#%&'!+#%>)##5!"%($5%(A$!)"(/%/,>#%,$%
(A:#**#)%=!)/56%1)!1#)/;%(11)#'#$5,$7%'#)%!=$%+*)#$7*'%($5%,$5#1#$5#$&#%
>!)%*'#%<)+*%*,"#%,$%'#)%/,>#9

 !"#$%"&'( )"#*( +&#$&# and The Public Image seem to be completely 
5,>>#)#$*6%*'#%>!)"#)%)#+#":/,$7%(A&),"#%+*!);6%,$%=',&'%(A'#)!,$#%*)(&2+%
5!=$%(A"(/#>(&*!)%($5%+!/4#+%(A),55/#6% *'#% /(**#)%1)#+#$*,$7%*'#%+*).77/#%
:#*=##$% *'#% 4(/.#+%!>% ($% ,$$#)% +#/>% ($5% (A1.:/,&% ,"(7#9%J.*%='(*%:,$5+%
*'#"%*!7#*'#)%,+%*'#%,"(7#%!>%(A/!+*%7,)/%+.))!.$5#5%:;%(A=!)/5%*'(*%&($%
+.>>!&(*#%'#)%5)#("+%($5%'#)%>)##%=,//9%S$%:!*'%:!!2+%(A+##",$7/;%1(++,4#%
=!"($%:#&!"#+%(A'#)!,$#6%(A1#)+!$%)#(5;%*!%+(&),<&#%#4#);*',$7%*!%<7'*%
for the ideas she has discovered and shaped while life threatens to nullify 
'#)9%S$%?/#.)3+%&(+#6%*'#%1(++,!$%>!)%&'($7#%+1),$7+%>)!"%'#)%1(++,!$%>!)%
'#)%:!!26%=',&'%,+%/,2#%(A$#=:!)$%:(:;%*!%'#)6%($5%>)!"%'#)%2$!=/#57#%!>%
*'#%,$H.+*,&#%0,)%X.#$*,$%,$*#$5+%4,+,*,$7%!$%'#)+#/>%($5%!*'#)+9%E$$(:#/6%
!$%*'#%!*'#)%'($56%'(+%(A8#+'F($5F:/!!5%:(:;C%*',+%,+%'#)%)#(/%,$+1,)(*,!$%
,$%'#)%<7'*%>!)%>)##5!"6%(/!$7%=,*'%(A5#*#)",$(*,!$%*!%1.*%*'#%=!)/5%!>%
/,#+%($5%5.1/,&,*;%:#',$5%'#)9%@'#;%()#%:!*'%5,+&!4#)#)+%!>%(A/(*#$*%1!=#)6%
and with this power they push through an enveloping bleakness into their 
true selves, and happiness.
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